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“So there are spiritual herbs. They aren’t even that expensive, ” After reading 
the details and prices for the herbs, Leon nodded with satisfaction. 

He only came to this bouquet because Renee mentioned they would be 
selling spiritual herbs, since that was true, his trip was not in vain. 

Also, he once spent 86 million on a Snow Lotus that grew for five hundred 
years back in Seacove City. Meanwhile, the Panax that grew for five hundred 
years here in this bouquet only cost around 30 million. 

The ordinary spiritual herbs, only cost around 43 million each, which was 
hardly a huge difference from the price for the Panax. 

These prices were not expensive and did not exceed his expectations. 

“Two wild Panax that grew for five hundred years and three spiritual herbs, 
huh?” 

Just as Leon contemplated, the others focused mostly on the two wild Panax 
that grew for five hundred years and three spiritual herbs. 

Though rare herbs could help martial artists with their training, herbs that only 
grew for three hundred years were not that useful and the two wild Panax that 
grew for five hundred years and three spiritual herbs were far more valuable. 

However, there were various types of herbs and each had their unique 
functions. 

Some herbs carried light energy and were more suitable for martial artists 
training with light methods. 

Some herbs were milder and could be used by martial artists who trained with 
methods that had no specific property. 

Some herbs carried dark energy and were more suitable for martial artists 
training with dark methods or for female martial artists. 



Hence, the guests all needed to pick the herbs that worked best for them 
before making a purchase. 

Moreover, these five herbs were costly, with each costing at least 30 million 
and the spiritual herb costing around 43 million. 

Though these guests were all from wealthy families, this was still considered a 
large amount. If the herbs were not suitable for them, they would rather 
purchase an effective herb that only grew for three hundred years instead of 
purchasing a spiritual herb that would not work. 

to conclude, they needed to consider carefully due to concern over the prices 
and the effectiveness. 

However, just as they contemplated, what happened next shook them all. 

“Mister Feaks, I will take all fifteen herbs! Please pack them up!” Leon said 
thoughtfully. 

“What?” Everyone there was stunned. 

They all knew that each herb carried different functions and they were all 
costly. 

Even if they were to make a purchase, they would usually only go for one or 
two herbs. 

To their bewilderment, someone wanted to purchase all fifteen herbs. 

This was surreal and they were all shaken to the core. 

The guests glanced over at the source of the voice, wondering who was 
wealthy enough to purchase all the herbs. 

When they finally saw the person who spoke, the guests were shocked. 
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